Customer experience is changing. Today’s most successful brands are moving away from the survey/score philosophy to viewing CX as an integrated, cultural driver of change. But taking the plunge isn’t easy. It’s a complex process with buy-in required from a variety of internal and external stakeholders. So how are these brands making the shift? This white paper explores the process from beginning to end: from creating and promoting a culture of accountability to implementing the necessary human and technological requirements to take your brand from a score-based follower to an insights-driven leader.
Break Away from the Survey/Score Paradigm

Let's be blunt. The CX industry is in a rut. In many cases, CX has been forced into the ever-narrowing box of a survey and a score.

The danger in this approach is that brands risk missing out on the art of the possible. Instead of building a CX program that can affect organizational change, they settle for another metric on a spreadsheet.

The good news is that a shift is already underway. Brands across the globe are taking risks and expanding their CX horizons. They’re understanding and executing on sophisticated, complex initiatives that are leading to some remarkable outcomes.

In the past few years, CX leaders have taken their programs from score-based initiatives to an embedded part of company culture. It’s no longer one siloed team that runs a survey from a dark room. Brands that want to succeed in today’s competitive world have embedded CX into their cultures from the C-level executive to the frontline employee. They use insights gathered from a variety of channels and touchpoints, integrated with customer data from multiple sources, mined by sophisticated analytics technologies, and then channeled to steer every corner of their businesses.

Make the Move to Strategic CX

Making the shift, however, is much easier said than done, because today’s enterprises are increasingly complex.

“CX leaders grow revenue 3x faster than CX laggards. Forrester recently analyzed the correlation between customer experience and revenue growth for seven industries in the US between 2010 and 2014. We found that companies with superior customer experience grew revenues faster than their competitors with inferior customer experience: On average the eight CX leaders had revenue CAGR of 15% while their eight CX laggard competitors grew at an average rate of 2.5%.”
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Organizations are now composed of a variety of stakeholders, unique cultural elements, and complex technological infrastructures. These organizations are attempting to gather feedback from both internal and external stakeholders, including employees, customers, and partners. Not only that, but these brands must then deal with the overwhelming amount of data coming in from every corner of the organization: operational, transactional, CRM, feedback, loyalty, competitive, and more. Extracting usable insights from this mountain of information can be daunting at best. Sharing it with the right people within the organization so they can take immediate action and close the loop with those stakeholders can easily become overwhelming—even when you’ve taken all the right steps.

So how have the most successful brands navigated these complicated but crucial-to-success waters? The key is to start from the top down.

Start the Cultural Shift from the Top Down

Evaluating your CX landscape is often easier said than done. It’s a complex environment with many stakeholders. The most successful brands have taken a top-down versus a bottom-up approach. This ensures a more strategic view of the program, from a cultural and technological perspective.

Leadership and Culture

Successful brands have a leadership team committed to CX from the top down. This team recognizes customer experience as a competitive differentiator and invests resources, hires talent, and consistently makes decisions that reinforce that commitment. Most times, this commitment is accompanied by the adoption of a comprehensive framework like a Net Promoter System (NPS) versus a single score.

Get Your Hands Dirty

True CX leadership is not achieved by sitting behind a desk every day. For those executives looking to make the necessary shift to a customer-centric culture, you need to lead the charge. You need to get your hands dirty.

As an executive, when was the last time you:

- Used your own product or service?
- Took a call in your contact center?
- Visited your own website?
- Used your mobile app?
- Sat down with a customer to understand how they use and view your product?
- Listened to a frontline employee about the customer experience and how it could be improved?
A culture of customer experience comes from a place of empathy. This means taking the steps to understand your business as the customers experience it so you can make effective, impactful changes.

**Put the Right People in Place**

Customer experience isn’t just a program or initiative. It’s a way of doing business. Without top-down buy-in around this lifestyle, your CX efforts will undoubtedly fail. This means you need to put the right people in place—throughout the entire organization—to champion and remind every employee in your organization about your new roadmap.

Put together a “CX Special Forces” team. It doesn’t matter what you call it. The point is it should have a representative from operations, marketing, finance, HR, product, technology, and any other critical departments in your organization.

**Relationship, Not Transaction**

CX leaders understand that customer experience is much more than a transaction. It’s the perception customers have of the culmination of experiences, over time, with and around the brand’s people, products, and services. These leading brands:

- Identify and tie the range of interactions to individual customers
- Have and actively nurture relationships with a variety of stakeholders, including customers, end users, employees, suppliers, partners, etc.
- Recognize that all stakeholders are inextricably connected and impact their own and each other’s relationship

**Harnessing Complexity**

These brands have an extensive technical infrastructure, appropriate staffing, and a mature and sophisticated leadership approach. They have found a way to use this complexity to their advantage by integrating people and technology to provide a holistic view of the customer experience.
Seamless Integration

CX leaders have complex, de-siloed technology infrastructures to support multifaceted interactions for customers, employees, partners, and other stakeholders. This includes, but is not limited to, seamless omnichannel experiences and customer-facing interactions (web, contact center, physical locations, mobile, etc.).

Big Data

CX leaders have CRM, loyalty, marketing automation, and other centralized customer data management systems that collect and store a range of customer information. Transactional, demographic, social, purchasing behaviors, preference, and other types of data power advanced analytics.

Identify Business Objectives and Stick to Them

At the beginning of your CX journey, your brand will need to have deliberate conversations and concentrated efforts to identify what you really want to achieve. The roadmap you follow will be dramatically different depending on your goals; the route you follow, for example, will vary depending on if you’re trying to turn your business around versus trying to put your organization in a high-growth situation.

The best way to begin is to ask yourself and your team some very simple questions:

• What do I want to measure?
• Why am I interested in this process?
• Where and when do I want to implement?
• How am I going to measure and listen?
• Which system will result in the best experience for the customer and employee?
• How am I going to take action on results?
What Do I Want to Measure and Why?

These may be the most critical questions of all because there are many reasons to make the move to a customer-centric organization. The answer to these questions, however, will drive almost everything else and there is no single or bad answer.

Do you want to see how you compare to industry peers? Where you fall with compliance? How likely customers are to return or recommend? How satisfied customers are with your people, products, and processes? No matter what you want to measure, it’s critical to identify the objective up front and then stay the course. A brand committed to CX excellence will understand the baseline motivation and stay true to that North Star.

Once you can answer what you want to measure, the next question is “Why?”

- To understand your brand promise
- To understand what drives customer and employee business outcomes
- To understand the healthfulness of your relationship with your customers and employees
- To understand how you compare to competitors using a standard metric
- To understand more about what customers and employees want in the future
- To understand why customers and employees are leaving

- To understand employee performance so you can make appropriate staffing decisions
- To understand where your customer and employee journeys may have gaps
- To understand root causes so you know why customers and employees do what they do and feel how they feel
- To understand what is most important or what actual journeys consist of
- To understand your baseline and where you stand today

All of the above is a perfectly acceptable and appropriate answer. A comprehensive CX program should be striving toward a variety of goals from different stakeholders. However, without consistent alignment and commitment to the “why,” each of these stakeholders will undoubtedly end up disappointed.

Create a Culture of Accountability

Congratulations! You’ve taken the right steps. You, as an executive, have fostered empathy, put the right people in place, and identified what and why you’re investing in your customer experience. Now what? The next step is to promote a culture of accountability. Without clear goals and expectations, your plans will end up as a blip on a radar—a nice thought, but one without staying power.

The most important thing to remember is that every person in your organization—from the executive to the contact center agent—is responsible for the customer experience. Every person needs to understand their role and how it impacts the business.
Turn Ideas into Implementation

Many CX initiatives fail because organizations lack the commitment or tools to take their ideas and turn them into reality. It’s a complex undertaking, but the key is having an enterprise-wide understanding of where you are on your CX journey, the foresight and follow-through to plan and execute on next steps, and then a commitment to choose strategic partners to help you get where you want to go.

Understand Your Location on the CX Journey

The first thing to know when trying to pinpoint where you are on the CX journey, is that it’s not a linear one. Your organization may excel at one phase of the journey and need to improve in another. The key is discovering those areas of strengths and weaknesses so you can take the next steps. At a high level, there are four phases in a brand’s CX maturity and most organizations are playing in at least several of the phases of this spectrum:

- **Measure**: To improve the customer experience, you need a baseline to compare against. Many brands excel at this piece of the equation because scores and metrics are relatively easy to generate.
- **Track**: Once a measurement system is in place, brands generally take the step into resolving obvious CX issues by closing the loop with individual customers and fixing broken processes.
- **Analyze**: Understanding root cause is the next step. It allows brands to elevate the conversation and truly address issues that are negatively affecting the customer experience at the deepest level.
- **Optimize**: Once the foundation has been established, brands must optimize existing practices to reflect the cultural shift and apply those same practices to any new processes it introduces.

There are many ways to measure where you are in your journey. Guide your program in the right direction with the following assessment tools.

- Forrester Research Customer Experience Maturity Assessment
- CX Personality Assessment
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Execute on Next Steps

Once you have pinpointed where you are on your CX journey, it’s critical to continue that momentum and execute on the initiatives you’ve identified. For many brands this includes identifying and implementing a CX strategy or system (like NPS). Regardless of the system your brand chooses, there are a few critical steps that must be taken to ensure success.

1. **Organizational alignment**
   Align CX goals and objectives with corporate goals and objectives to ensure priorities are consistent across the organization.

2. **Strategy and awareness**
   Communicating the new roadmap and direction out to internal stakeholders is key. Awareness campaigns and pilot programs are both additional effective ways of building internal buy-in.

3. **Enablement and training**
   Begin at the tactical level by re-engineering feedback methods, redesigning key customer journeys, and launching closed-loop initiatives.

4. **Accelerated change**
   Incent employees to focus on customer centricity and encourage cultural shifts through targeted change at every level.

Choose Strategic Partners

Understanding your CX journey and executing on a new strategy are critical components, but without the right partners, your efforts can slow or even stall.

A comprehensive CX program will involve a variety of systems and processes. Many organizations have built these systems from the ground up. Others will require a partnership. Whether your brand has internal, homegrown solutions or is partnering to provide these capabilities, you will require a technology partner who can integrate with these systems or other vendors to provide a bigger view of the end-to-end customer experience.
When looking for a CX vendor, take the following into consideration:

**Multichannel Listening**

Today’s customers expect a different relationship with a brand. With the variety of choices and products available, customers want to feel like their feedback is valued and effecting change. The bottom line is that this new breed of customers wants to share their feedback. But they’re still human, so they need to be able to leave that feedback how, when, and where it’s convenient and most authentic for them. Not only does this actually improve the feedback experience, but it also allows you to gather more, richer, and different types of data.

**Customer-centric listening**

When it comes to a VoC vendor, look for one with a customer-centric listening approach. Your customers shouldn’t be limited by the technology your vendor does, or does not, support. A comprehensive VoC vendor should have the technology to support a variety of feedback channels, including voice, web, and video.

The numbers don’t lie. Facebook users view 8 billion videos per day and Snapchat users view 6 billion per day.¹ And phone surveys still account for as much as 46% of total feedback volume.² Voice and video as a feedback method are clearly ubiquitous and being able to capture, analyze, and report on that data will be crucial to understand customers’ stories.

² InMoment internal data.
Advanced Analytics

Advanced analytics allow you to understand the structured—but more importantly the unstructured—data you’re gathering from your customers. Most, if not all, VoC vendors offer the ability to crunch numbers and provide a score. The real sophistication comes in with unstructured data. A preferred VoC vendor will be able to synthesize and analyze massive quantities of comments, social stories, videos, and more and turn that into optimized, actionable insights.

Text analytics

Look for a vendor with a linguistics-based model that provides a high level of accuracy. Linguistic models are based on human knowledge, ensuring the complexities inherent in language are fully addressed. They also apply context contained in natural language to ensure greater accuracy and account for anomalies machines simply cannot comprehend.

Text analytics should also include sentiment detection, industry and custom tuning, and integration throughout the platform.

Predictive analytics

Look for a vendor who can integrate customer data from virtually any source, and can use that data to forecast risks and opportunities, including churn, revenue, likelihood to return, and much more, at both a brand and individual customer level. Vendors should also be able to visualize the findings in an easy-to-consume, actionable format.

Self-serve analytics tools

A comprehensive CX program will often include your in-house team of data scientists who will need more than standard reporting. Look for a vendor who not only delivers insights via easy-to-consume reports and dashboards, but also offers a self-serve analytics tool that gives your internal teams the analytics power to slice and dice data at a deeper level.

Data Integration

The days of a single system running an entire business are long gone. Most enterprises have dozens, if not hundreds, of
technology platforms. The effect these siloed systems have on the customer is the same effect seen for years on organizations as a whole: a fragmented, disjointed experience.

Big customer data
Look for a vendor who can integrate customer data from a wide variety of systems, including multiple CRMs, social, transactional, financial, loyalty, market research, competitive, and operational. Native integrations may or may not be required based on your brand’s goals, but the ability to bring VoC feedback together with other types of data is critical to a comprehensive understanding of your CX landscape. This bringing together of relevant customer data allows for deeper analysis and better surfaced insights.

Flexibility
A large-scale CX deployment will undoubtedly be complex with extreme technological requirements. It’s critical to evaluate a vendor’s ability to provide superior flexibility while still allowing advanced analytical capabilities that drive speed to insight.

Feedback
Look for a vendor whose platform is flexible enough to handle changes in feedback mechanisms, channels, and methods—without high additional costs.

Complex hierarchies
Your business’s reporting structure is complex: a spider web of employees, partners, and customers versus a straight line from top to bottom. For example, a software services business may have different departments that roll up to divisional leadership who roll further up to executive leadership. Other enterprises have frighteningly complex overlapping

Choosing the right VoC vendor is a critical step in the move to a more strategic customer experience. While you evaluate different vendors, keep in mind the following questions. Does the vendor:

- Offer a variety of listening methods including voice and video, or does it avoid certain feedback channels because its technology can’t support customers’ needs?
- Have a linguistics-based text analytics solution tailored to customer experience, industries, and individual clients?
- Offer 80%+ accuracy in text analytics?
- Support advanced predictive analytics using a variety of data sources to predict churn, revenue, likelihood to return, and more?
- Have a self-service advanced analytics tool in addition to standard reports and dashboards?
- Integrate data from a variety of sources at scale to deliver holistic insights?
- Focus on stories that are supported by scores or solely on scores and surveys?
- Take a strategic approach to program design and implementation or nickel and dime for every small change?
- Have a flexible architecture to support complex businesses and hierarchies?
- Have an enterprise-ready system that supports multiple client organizations to deliver a comprehensive CX solution in a cost-effective manner?
- Provide a dedicated account team to manage day-to-day interactions?
- Have the expertise to provide strategic direction to account for changing customer expectations?
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hierarchies with discrete business units reporting up through the organization through multiple pathways.

It is critical for a CX program to model organizational reporting correctly so that the right information is broadcast to the right people at the right time in a manner that fits culturally. Look for a partner who can provide real-time, actionable data that is tailored specifically to each department and level in the organization.

**Multi-tenant architecture**
An enterprise-ready VoC vendor should have a system designed to support multiple client organizations or “tenants” on the same single stack of computing resources, allowing them to reliably deliver an Internet-scale CX application in a cost-effective manner.

**Ongoing Support & Professional Services**
A customer-centric organization will realize that a customer experience program will require ongoing maintenance. Technology will only take your organization so far. You need a team of knowledgeable consultants to help you design and implement the right solution to optimize your CX investments and deliver the desired outcomes.

**Dedicated account team**
Look for a VoC vendor who offers a dedicated account team that will exist past the initial sales interaction. Your program will be unique, and the most successful brands work hand in hand with their support team on a day-to-day basis to ensure their program is continuously effective and healthy.

**Strategic support**
Not every VoC vendor has a strategic outlook. Beware the vendor that sets up your program and then leaves it alone to fend for itself. Look for a VoC vendor who is constantly innovating with new products, features, and services, so your brand is ready for the future as it comes. Also look for a partner with the experience and staff to help you evolve and grow the program to drive additional value over time and account for changing customer expectations.

**CX Vendor Red Flags**
- No multichannel feedback methods: voice, video, web
- Inflexible managed service implementation approach
- Machine-learning text analytics without Natural language processing (NLP) capabilities
- No integrated big data predictive analytics
- Inflexible multi-brand, multi-level hierarchy and reporting structure
- No big data visualization capabilities
- No social advocacy and reviews
- No location-level engagement and coaching
- No ongoing, dedicated support team
- Non-inclusive pricing and packaging
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Embrace the Art of the Possible

It’s time to get out of the rut. To learn from industry leaders and expand your view of the customer experience. To move beyond surveys to integrated listening that reveals in-depth insights. To stop looking at customers as data points in a graph and to truly understand their stories. To share those stories with purpose so the right people can take the right actions to affect business outcomes.

The world of CX has changed. Brands that continue to view CX as a survey and score will quickly fall behind. But brands that embrace the art of the possible and create an end-to-end customer experience will transform from score-based followers to successful market leaders.

Contact Us
sales@inmoment.com
1-800-530-4251

About InMoment
InMoment™ is a cloud-based customer experience (CX) optimization platform that helps brands leverage customer stories to inform better business decisions and create more meaningful relationships with their customers. Through its Experience Hub™, InMoment provides Voice of Customer (VoC), Social Reviews & Advocacy, and Employee Engagement solutions to more than 350 brands in 95 countries.